
SKETCH OF A PSYCHOLOGY 

FOUNDED ON YOGA 

The human beings of our age seem to 
display a keener self-eonsciousness, r eflecting 
itself in the stress on will-power and efficieney 
in ali walks of life, while the world of feelings 
and contemplation recedes further and further 
into the background. 

Man seems stronger, surer of hirnself. But 
one could rightly wonder if he has not just 
lifted the surface of his consciousness into the 
realm of that strength and self-confidenee. lt 
could well be that man had pushed his way so 
far into appearance as to have ali his strength 
and self-assurance there, and that his aetual 
being was so worn and dimmed out that he 
gave it a wide berth even when the world of 
appearances confronted him with his own 
failure. 

Psychoanalysis and analytical psyehology 
often had a hunch of that dualism in hu
man consciousness - . « being )) vs « appear
ing )) - but the rernedies they suggested were 
nothing else than offsprings of that discorsive 
consciousness which should be healed off, ::~s 
i t is the direct result of such an inner confliet. 
Ali improvements they led to were deceptive 
and shortlived, as they just let trains uf 
unusual imaginations into the consciousness, 
thus turning it away from its troubles for a 
while and leading to more serious relapses 
later on. 

The shallowness of psychoanalysis and other 
methods of that ilk leads to think that psychtl· 
logy is in for new progress and discovery. 
Psychology in itself is concerned with the 
mysteries of the soul's life, is deeply eonnected 
with the supersensible world and deals with 
purely spiritual elernents. Western psycho
logy, as well as psychoanalysis, lacks that hasis 
entirely. Materialistic methods applied to 
spiritual subjects do not lead anywhere. In 
analytical psychology the aim is a new one, but 
the old kind of research instrumentally bound 

· to the brain as its contingent mediator has 
stayed just the same. 
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Whoever starts from intuitions which were 
familiar to lndian metaphysics and keeps 
clear on their basis the distinction hetween 
thought and its physical instrument, aware of 
the rnirror-like quality of human thought as 
dependent on the function of the centn11 
nervous system, will know that outward ap
pearance of things, sensible experience and 
the psychic life connected to them stem from 
the fact that « somewhere )) in man's eonsti
tution his inner being is tied to the sensorial 
world. The brain is the seat of that exchange, 
the physieal support refracting - and alter
ing - the soul's light. But where the soul 
is bound to physieal matter, waking eonscious
ness arises, whieh is therefore a reflected 
consciousness, as through it Maya is horn in 
a world pereeived as being « outside )>. 

Through the brain, man's soul strikes roots 
into the world. That is why the Tree of 
Creation (l) is represented with its roots 
turned upward, whereas its branehes and hlos
soms seem to sprout downward. The mythic 
and metaphysieal ideogram of the upturned 
tree, which is found in the Greek (2) and 
Islamic ( 3) traditions an d in Hebrew secret 
doctrines ( 4) is also presente in the Hindu 
mythology: the Asvattha Tree of the Upa
nishads and the Bhagavadgita ( 5). lts ulti
mate sense is that Man, as a cosmica! being, 
has his roots in heaven, and that he is liable 
to forget his cosmica! origin in that organ 
through which he comes in touch with th~ 
world of senses. His re al knowledge consists 
in rediscovering in himself that height lying 
in the depths of his being. 

This pictorial view of inner reality clearly 
points out that the depths of the soul eannot 
be sounded by dialectics , viz. by a reflected 
activity of the mind which is cut off from the 
very source· of soul' s life. Only the soul ca n 
justify itself , i.e., the soul's castle is only 
accessible to the soul' s forces. 
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In other words, no scientific-laboratory
mentality can penetrate into · a world w.hich , 
by its own nature, eludes any formulation and 
escapes scientific and dialectic definitions. The 
smaller cannot encompass the greater: no gra
mophone record can seize and reproduce 
Wagner's music. 

lf a spir itual science can teach the « way )), 
this does not implicitely mean that knowing 
such doctrine should by itself enable the , 
disciple to translate it into a corresponding 
activity. In t o the soul' s sphere no o ne ca n 
enter by dint of mer e knowledge - a thing 
with regard to whieh ali human beings, irres
pective of their levei, are equal. That sphere 
does not suffer the presumption of current 
values, but rather exacts a scale of a differ ent 
order, according to inner worthiness , clarity 
an d impersonality. 

What I said above was meant to stress 
how far present-day phychoiogy is from that 
set of values and how desirable a thorough 
overhauling of psychology would be for the 
purpose of a new understanding of Man. But, 
'should that come to pass , the researcher s 
ought to start from premisses far different 
from the agnostic, positivistie attitude on 
which modero science stili r ests . 

In J ung' s psychology, the fundamentai 
distinction between introverts and extroverts 
{ 6) do es not reflect the individuai ' s inner 
r eality but rather derives from an empirica! 
phenomenalism. Drawing the Iine between 
peopie living in the subject anò in the object , 
or Iooking subjeetiveiy and objectively at rea
lity within themselves wouid Iead to admit 
that on the one hand a strictly suhject-center ed 
self-knowledge and on the other a knowledg~ 
exelusively of the objective world should be 
attainahle by the suhj ect himseH. From the 
point of view of pure knowiedge this is rather 
naive . Any individuai so intensively experienc
ing his own introver sion as to thoroughly pos
sess himself as a subj ect would at the same time 
have conquered the objective world , as a sub
ject only exists in so far as there is an object. 
lntroversion exists only in so far as an outer 
world pushes a sentient subject into inner 
isolation , and extroversion in so far as ther e is 
a subject sturdy enough as to merge into the 
object without losing himself. Losing himself 
would mean failing to experience the objeet, 
just as the opposite type would fai] to expe
rience the subject if he could not live his 
introvert life to the hilt. Unaccomplished 
introversion and unachieved extroversion with 

loss of the subjeet are therefore one and the 
same thing , two aspects of the self-same 
psychological situation , modes of existence of 
a mer ely diseursive and dimmed-out conscious
ness, 

In the light of Eastern metaphysics aiid 
with particular ref erence to the Vedanta , the 
subj ect limits himself by facing the object , an 
attitude brought about by avidyii ( unaware
ness) whieh is, from an absolute point of 
view , a provisional condition, as it preludes to 
a r ediscovery of the Self in the Whole. In his 
commentary to the ISopani~ad Sri Aurobin
do writes : « Any appearance of pure subjee
tivity r eveals the object implicit in its very 
subjectification. Any appearance of mer e 
objectivity results into the subject implicit in 
his very objectification. )) (7) In Jung's typo
logy there is no trace of any metaphysical 
notion of the subject-object relation, aecord
ing to which the obj ective character of subjec
tive assertion is obvious in the first stage, 
where a further stage, the one of positing in 
a generai way, already is dawning. This latter 
wills an object , namely directs the otlìer 
element implicit in itself , thus at the same time 
asserting its beeoming. But this becoming 
will only appear as correlated to a higher 
stage , where there is no striving after an 
object. From this stage in its immediateness 
both extroversion and introversion stem ana
lytically as two inseparahle and complemen
tary moments. 

Synthetically, on the other hand, it gives 
birth to the objective experience of the subject , 
i.e . the experience of the inind in those diffe
rent degr et>s of self- expression which , among 
other things, t ake the appearance of nature. 

Any subject who actually conquers himself 
has already penetrated into the essence of the 
world. Likewise, anybody who has an obje~:;tive 

Goethian experience of nature and cosmos 
has already eonquer ed himself as a subject. 
Both introversion and extroversion, upon 
which Jung' s typology rests , concern likewise 
a single withering individuai, unable to grasp 
himself as a subject or the world as an object. 
Far different is the individuai who can expe
rience hhnself and the world , beyond both 
extro- and introversion : this is the way uf 
the r eal subject (puru:ja) and of the r eal 
object (puru~aprakrti). A typologicai distinc
tion would oniy be justified between thesé two 
possible paths, which are ultimately two gra
duated ways of attaining knowledge. A psy
chology _ thus describing t1ìe types according 
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to a phenomenology of mind c.ould be of !J.elp 
to modero man. Here a bridge should he 
thrown between psychology an d the spi ritual 
tradition of the East. 

The philosophic error underlying Jung's 
psychology shows how, in spite of the h est 
intentions, any research aiming beyoml the 
world of senses is hampered by a mind bound 
to a physical support (the brain), viz. to that 
organ which is, at the same time, the instru
ment of thought and the mediator of sense 
perceptions. Here traditional Yoga offers a 
key which will, on close scrutiny, turn out to 
be the only possible solution of the natural 
antithesis between the conveyance of sense 
perceptions and a mind tied to a mediating 
function. In the Yogasutra (8), along the 
path of samryama, we meet the stage of 
pratyiihiira, where the faculty of disconnecting 
sense activity from the objects of senses ripens. 
Sensorial activity is actually an inner ac.tivity 
which the man in the street looks upon as. 
b elonging entirely to the world of senses, but 
essentially works through the senses , and 
binds itself illusorily to them and therefore to 
ihe outward appearance of things, inasmuch 
as the senses belong to the outer world, or 
rather are the outer world grafted into the 
human being. The processes of dhiiranii and 
dhyiina, through which the mind is released 
from the sensorialstage, are perfected through 
pratyiihiira, where the mind (citta) can convey 
the inner content, or the noumenic essem~ e 
of things. lt should be borne in mind that in 
every sense perception a spiritual element is 
contained, striving to reach the self , but 
usually overcome, when sensation arises, by 
the subjective automatisms cropping up in it 
and thus keeping it from becoming, in tbe 
individuai , the intuitive form of that spiritual 
content. That is why the world continuously 
awakens a one-sided echo, which is at the 
same time subjective and unspiritual. 

The discipline of pratyiihiira enables the 
disciple to sift out of any sense perception its 
spiritual counterpart and to revive within hiw, 
out of the dead and illusory world of . onter 
impressions, its inner spiritual structure. What 
outwardly appears as patches and shreds of 
a split, multiple world, falls inwardly to
gether into the lines of a wonderful inner 
tempie. But this huilding which seems to rise 
within us - so much so that some W esteru 
schools of thought call it « subjective >>, as 
they stop at its fi<rst dawning upon the cons
eiousness - belongs instead to the things 
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themselves and is the very content of the 
world. 

Perceptions here are to pe experienced in 
their utmost purity : they should be met in a 
state of inner silence and « voidness >>. · Any 
other report of outward or inward life must 
be brought to silence. In the ordinary human 
being this state is hard to bring about as not 
the « Spiritual Self », but the common « ego » 
is in readiness to receive perceptions, and 
their contents are conveyed into the sphere 
of the subconscious mind or the viisaniis, 
eliciting a customary response along the lines 
of family, race , habit and memory, so that 
the essence of perception gets lost. Freudia
nism 's error li es in mistaking for contents of 
the conseiousness mirroring the pereeiving 
individuai , what must be reeognized as foreign 
to the real individuai instead, and,what grows 
to be, within him , tl~e bridgehead of cosmica} 
forees hostile to man, the Riik§aStmiiyii (9). 
~r orking on such contents as if they wer~ 
one's own is tantamount to letÙng the foe 
expand his bridgehead into the fortress of 
one's consciousness. As long as he entrusts 
himself to this dubious communion with 
underground powers man , as a spiritual being, 
lives not, as he knows not. He does not 
actually perceive the object, but only the way 
his viisaniivrtti responds to pereeption of the 
object. H e stays steeped in avidyii as long as 
his knowledge of the world - and therefore 
his self-knowledge- is faked by the stuhbom 
interference of « memory », i.e. of the swarm 
of individuai habits which only want to affirm 

. themselves and are therefore foreign to the 
essence of the world. 

The state of pratyiihiira enables man to 
receive into himself , beside perception, the 
inner, essential ( tattva) element of the percei
ved object. Thus everything hecomes the 
carrier of an eternai message. 

lt is however obvious that both exclusion 
of the life of sense.s, as well as headlong dive 
into it , are wrong : one is either lost to the 
world or lost in the world. In both cases ma n 
does not reach any knowledge of the wodd 
and even loses the meaning of his presence in 
it. The pratyiihiira technique is of the greate&t 
help to r ealize the presence of citta in front 
of the series of impressions, which is the prin
ciple. of vidyii: the overcoming of the dualism 
of spiri t vs matter , the synthesis between 
th-e outward and the inward poles of being 
has its root in this faculty of being p_urely 
present .a t se n se perceptions. Going further 
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along this way one can discover how the ulti
mate sense of living consists just in freeing , 
through purified inner action, the world of 
senses confronting us ali the time, which we 
are usually misled into shutting off from its 
actual being into a miiyii , into stage sets, a 
blind change (samsara), an illusory outward
ness from which only our joy or our pain 
emerge. . 

How ca n the protyiihiira teehniq ue be trans
lated into terms of Western psychology? First 
of ali, as said above, we ought to change our 
attitude towards sense perceptions . If we try 
to catch what happens in ourselves when we 
converge our attention on two different per
eeptions, e.g. the one of a stone and the one 
of a plant, we feel reactions of a differ ent 
quality rise in our souls. We should mind 
that differen~e. Such eehoes apparently stem 
from our inner world , but we cannot help 
f eeling at the same time that they belong to 
the object of our attention , as well as the per
eeptions which have caused them. A scale of 
precise and easily recognizable differences 
ought to be gradually set up , whieh ought to 
eorrespond to the ones between sense impretì
sions, and stili be different, though as objee
tive. 

This discipline leads to free o ne ' s conseious
ness from the so-called complexes , as it marks 
an action independent from them, gradually 
uprooting that wrong attitude towards the 
outside world which is due to their eontinu
ous shoving themselves forward and sereening 
the real self at every perception. As that in
trusion is being done away with , the Spiritual 
iEgo (puru~a) swings slowly into action and 
establishes its connection with the world . As 
that relation reflects the actual state of thing:, , 
their hidden godliness , it restores the soul into 
its mediatory function hetween time and 
eternity, between finite an d infinite . Obvioqsl y 
this does not only supply the foundations uf 
a spiri tu al psychology, but also postulates a 
moral world without ra1smg the moral 
problem. 

Thus the ground is laid for a real experience 
of the world of senses , for a contemplation 
of the outer appearance of things which, 
hesides not heing faked on the level of percep
tions, bears in itself, along with the sensa
tions, the inner element belonging to the things 

- an d still no t appearing in them. Thus even 
a Westerner can gain the traditionally Eastern 
vision of man as a creature in whose consti
tution the gods are at work. Self-knowledge 

at this level is not tantamount to having :m 
intellectual notion of oneself, hopelessly ticd 
to the brain's limitations, butto probe deeply 
into the forces that lead man's existenee in 
ali its spheres from starry distances, flowing 
into each organ and giving each natura] fune· 
tion its individuai sense (lO). H ere a macro
cosmic physiology underlies the groundwork 
of each human body. Brain, "heart, metabo
lism and sex are as many supports of states 
of consciousness ranging from the purely 
human degree - corresponding to the brain 
as . the base of ordinary waking consciousness 
- to superhuman ones, from attaining which 
the soul is usually barred by its very heing 
ti ed to eerebral conveyance. 

At those levels, where the yogin experiences 
higher and higher forms of consciousness and 
realizations , the common human being under
goes the stages of dream , dreamless sleep an d 
lastly something like trance, the C()Unterpart 
of turiyii. The higher ones rises in siidhanii 
the deeper one can sink, by subtle ways, into 
the organic depths of one's body, thus coming 
in touch with the cosmic forces active in the 
severa! organs. Experiencing such processes 
means taking ·p art in an aspect of world 
existence and delving deep into the mystery 
of universe. One realizes there that the flow 
of things can only find its completion in man's 
cognition. 

The Westerner would be tempted here to 
force his way down into Ìhe depth, concen
trating on the physical organs, fancying 
himself to be able to break his way open 
beyond the border while keeping his con
sciousness stili hitched to the centrai nervous 
system .. Su c h a concentration would be purely 
intellectual , would stay bo un d to the bodily 
forces and stop at the world of sensation, i.e. 
at the piane of miiyii , and would not be enti
r ely devoid of danger for the subject's physio
logical balance. 

The casualness with . which Westerners hav
ing come in touch with the Y oga doctrines 
try to put them into practice shows how far 
they are from realizing that something entirely 
different from everyday consciousness is re· 
quired there. The Westerner , even if he 
thoroughly knows and understands yogic 
texts, cannot get anywhere if he does not build 
himself a key to those experiences with the 
means at his disposal, viz. starting from his 
usual state of consciousness. . 

At the stage of rationalistic consciousness 
the k~y to metaphysical knowledge is usually 
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lost~ as no other inner experience but the one 
bound to the senses is possible. This refers to 
modero man in generai, whether western Jr 
eastern. The level of rationà.lity represents 
the last step of man's descent into the dark
ness of matter - and is therefore the first 
step of reascent. The experience of thought 
- a conquest of the W est -- must not be òone 
away with, must not be transcended, ( as what 
could transcend it if not a further aet uf 
thought?) but only transformed. Thought 
can well be made into thought-force, accord
ing t o the lines laid down by N ovalis in his 
« Magie ldealism )) and by Sri Aurohindo, 
whose poem 'Paraclete Thought' carries a title 
fraught with meaning for a Westerner (11). 
The condition of rational consciousness, 
against which so many spiritualists have light
heartedly risen in arms, while they eannot 
fight it or lead away from it without having 
recourse to it, has no worth in itself , ho t is 
ultimately a menta} activity which can he 
probed deeply into and mastered from within 
by anybody having creative spiritual foree. 

Eastern, especially lndian, metaphysics can 
help the Westerner only insofar as he starts 
from a right evaluation of the forces he has 
to wield. When preaching against « intellect )) 
which rationalizes everything , most Wester
ners are not even slightly conscious that inte]
lect itself is supplying them the means for 
their crusade. 

W e now go back to our initial purpose of 
t(ìnding out whether human reason can he 
made to support a psychology really leading 
to experience the transcendent laws of the 
soul's life. Our task will be fulfilled if the 
Self can be brought in touch with those deeper 
energies of thought , f eeling and will in front 
of which it usually is in a state of << ignoran
ce )). - . the waking state of rational conseious
ness -· -, of dreaming or of deep sleep. Co
gnition, while breaking loose from its upper 
moorings (the head), can turn towards deeper 
layers of one's being. The essential knowledge 
which Orientai Tradition connects with the 
h!:lart arises first. But it should be remarked 
here -that it has- little in common with the 
world of emotions and feelings with which a 
Westerner may superficially associate the 
heart. lt is rather a knowledge undimmed by 
the screen of senses and bound to the heart 
as to its light-source, like a sunbeam is bouml 
to the sun; i t is the inner way said by Tibetan 
ascetics to have its seat in the heart : devayiirta 
(12). 

In short, the three spheres of thought, feel
ing and will rnust gradually be conquered if 
ordinary consciousness has to be transcended 
through the successive stages of mental release 
(ni/:r,sankalpa, sankalpa). Thought, thus freed, 
throws a bridge into the subconscious anò fills 
i t with a ne w inner quality ( viisaniinanda). 

At the outset the Westerner should there
fore have recourse to a distinction proper to 
traditional-psychology, namely the division of 
the soul's life into its three main activities , 
thinking, feeling and volition. Such faculties 
are usually mixed in a kind of jumble in 
everyday life. A t a higher stage of evolution 
those three powers can be experienced in their 
purity as distinct from one another, some
thing quite unknown to or~inary conscious
ness, Actually they are nothing less than three 
vehicles of inner life to ell.ch of which, accord
ing to the results of spiritual research, a de
termined bodily << seat )) corresponds : thought 
to the brain, feeling (passions and emotions) 
to the chest from the larynx to the solar plexu.s. 
will-power ( volitions and instincts) to the 
lower half of the body and the limbs. 

One should realize that each of those 
<< seats )) has its peculiar kind of consciousnes:> 
and that ordinary man is only conscious of 
the one connected with the head. Proeesses 
taking piace elsewhere are certainly also expe
rienced, like emotions and impulses, but indi
rectly, through their repercussion in the head. · 

In other words, our feelings and impulses 
are << ready-made )) and we become aware of 
them only within our centrai nervous system 
when their waves, starting from their distant 
source, lap at its shores. Thought we can 
perceive at its very source: we may even say 
that we take part in its birth and are dosely 
connected with its growth. 

This latter point is highly condueive to d 

concrete conception of the soul's life and can 
show the way t o an efficient eontrol of o ne' s 
feelings and impulses. We can only act upon 
ourselves by leaning o n -that activity of the 
mind which we perceive immediately aml 
which , at the same time , sees us through to 
everything else, insofar as our normal 
consciousness is horn with it , i.e. thought. 

W e can correct a wrong thought by means 
of another thought , whereas ali emotions and 
impulses reaching our consciousness are facts , 
that is , they have driven so far into our 
consciousness already that any thought we may 
pit against them will not , at least for the tiwe 
being, change our mood. 
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With this w e ha ve touched upun man 's 
centrai problem: the individual's entire exis
tence depends on the varying relations of his 
reason with his emotive an d instinctive world. 
W e may even say that important turning 
points in the history of mankind and in the 
life of individuals have been derided by 
reason 's prevailing on certain moods and vi
ceversa. 

Today's mankind needs no further evidem:a 
that if one thinks aver so long about the 
harmfulness of a habit or the dangeruusness 
of any given mental sliding une ean hardly 
prevail on what has already grown into us, 
hardening into a . recurrent mood or .m 
instinct , or crystallizing into what modern 
psychology terms << a complex >>. 

We are therefore faced with the pruhlem 
of fìnding out how the light and the balanee 
of pure intellect . can be brought t o bear on 
the less conscious spheres of feelings and the 
depths of will-power. Reason cannot directly 
oppose a frame of mind or an instinct but ean 
pave the way to a far-reaching aetion based 
on meditation or trains of thought of such 
nature as to be grasped by the spheres of 
feeling and volition . So far traditional Y oga 
may be translated into terms of W ester n 
psyehology. 

There is thus a chance for modern man, 
off the beaten traek of any determined tra
dition, to get a fìrm hold of his own faculties, 
and to train himself to a higher , balanced 
form of inner life . That can doubtlessly be 
affirmed , on eondition that no jumps are made 
and that the very source of conscious life, 
thought, is taken as a starting point. 

The praetiee of clear and precise thinking 
does not result in the aequisition of a certain 
mental agility, but rather , if some conditions 
are observed, in the Overself gaining a greater 
mastery of menta} processes . A further ste:p 
may eonsist in leading it on down to the seats 
of other faculties through a deepening of ifl t) 

ditation ( dhyiina). It should be well under
stood that no messages with a definite content 
are to be sent down there, but the very spiri
tua} force heightened through coneentration 
on such contents, a force rising so high in su
persensible potential as deep it will prohe 
into the corresponding faculties. These will 
appear immetsed in natun• 's slumber only tu 
ordinary consciousness. Actually each of them 
li ves at a higher stage of wakefulness ( 13), 
foreign to everyday consciousness and there
fore inaccessible to any profane psychology. 

Thus the individuai carnes 1n himself the 
« cosmic Man )), as a possibility steadily nip
ped in the bud at the limit of sensible and 
rational experience. 

In the course of such an experienee any 
W esterner will run the risk of mistaking i t 
for a descent into the realms of a lower natu
re , the nature of rajas and tamas, whereas 
that path actually brings him in toueh with 
a realm of nature where stili higher spiritual 
forces are at work, up to the centres of man's 
occult physiology, in front of which modern 
man , having no inkling of it, is himself 
steeped in the darkness of rajas and tamas. 
That is why thinking is usually referred to 
the waking state and fe eling and volitiou 
respectively to the states of dreaming and cleep 
sleep . For the ordinary human, the deeper 
resources of his being are wrappecl in shadows 
growing darker ancl darker (14). 

The right approach to them can be made by 
taking the counterparts, the opposite numbers 
of those powers, foreshadowing them in the 
world stili accessible to waking consciousness, 
as a starting point. Evoking imaginatively 
and contemplating those aspects of natural 
life whose substance is essentially and suhtly 
in tune with man's deeper seats of power will 
on one hand appeal to the sense-consciousness 
and head-thinking, but on the other extraet 
from those images a quality not reducible to 
it and leading on to other degrees of conscious
ness. 

Thus e.g. the attunement to man's middle 
region, rhythmically ruled by the ebb and 
fiow of hreathing, the circulation of blood, 
the throbbing of the heart, is induced by a 
quiet eontemplation of those natura} pheno
mena where rhythm finds a powerful and 
obvious expression , like the suecession of day 
and night , the alternation of seasons , the 
round dance of celestial bodies and cosmica! 
change. 

But to throw a bridge to the innermost and 
mightiest citadel, the one of will-power -
where instinctive life flows and- where the 
most creative energies, like steadfastness and 
courage are, so to say, stored up - one should 
evoke and contemplate calmly and intensely 
such natural processes as stem from the creati
ve and formative energies : r eproduetion and 
growth, wind, hurricane an d lightning. 

Those contemplations, by opening the 
innermost recesses of nature to a real expc
rience, are in generai conducive to a groater 
inner balance and can, if transformed into 
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actual meditations, lend the basis to gradually 
establishing a harmonic relation between the 
sphere of conscious thought and the ones of 
feeling and volition. A right practice of the 
discipline can then lead in time to the realiza
tion of the highly desirable human aim of 
finding in oneself the strength to carry out 
any resolve once it has been found right and 
decided upon, thanks to the growing concord 
between volition an d right thinking. 

The contemplation and imaginative evoca
tion of certain natura! processes , if carried on 
correctly enables the human being to overcome 
the inner split on account of which some forces 
of conseiousness seem to be cut asunder from 
its deeper layers by the cerebral screen. As 
an isolator, the brain records accurately the 
life of senses and -has insofar a positive func
tion, on which modern science in its most po
sitivè aspect rests. But its onesided relation 
with reality through sense perception cuts off 
consciousness from the inner treasures of the 
soul's life. 

The kernel of modern m an' s essential 
problems lies just in that split. In the sketch 
drawn above I have tried to point out how 
some teachings of lndian metaphysics can lead 
.us to a fruitful communion with the very core 
of our being without forfeiting that clarity of 
consciousness which is the brain's most posi
tive function. 

Nowadays balance is something man n1ust 
conquer for himself by means of his own good 
will. B!ut the forees he ean dispose of to this 
aim are present in the world and in himself. 
He should use them , relying on Yoga to show 
him how the sight of nature and the l:osmos 
unfolding before his eyes are ever at his 
disposal to let healing, morally ereative 
energies swing into aetion within him. 

Massimo Scaligero 

(l) M. Eliade: Trattato di storia delle religioni (Italian 
edition) p . 283. , 

( 2) U. Holmberg: Der Baum. cles Lebens, p. 54. 
(3) A. J. Wens:nck : Tr~e arrd Bircl as Cos·rrolog·ral Sym-

bols in Western Asia, p. 33. 
( 4) Zohar, Beha Alotheka, V. 223 . 
(5) Katha · Upani~ad (VI, l); Bhagavad Gita (XV, 1-3). 
(6) C. G. Jung: Tipi psicologici (Rome). 
(7) Sri Aurobindo: lsha Upanishad. 
( 8) Y oga Sutra (II , 54). 
(9) Cfr. Sri Aurobindo: Lights on Yoga, p . 60. 
(IO) M. Eliade: Cosmical Homology, p. 201. 
(Il) Srì Aurohindo: Lettres (French Editi w Adyar. 

Paris) Vol. II, p. 100. 
( 12) A. Davi d Neel: Les enseignements secrets dans /es 

Sectes Bouddhistes Tibétaines, p. 138. 
(13) Mii'J4iikya Vpanishad. III, 31. 
(14) J. Evola: Lo Yoga della Potenza, p. 295. 
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